Consumer privacy in retail: The next regulatory and competitive frontier
You have likely received a distinctive and personalized retail offer based on your preferences and past buying behaviors. While many may like the individualized attention, consumers are becoming increasingly aware of how their data is used and more sensitive to privacy matters. In an ever-more-complex data environment, retailers face a growing list of global and state privacy regulations aimed at protecting consumers. The penalties, which can quickly surpass the billion-dollar mark, are too steep to ignore.

Mishandling data can mean placing future revenues at risk. Advanced privacy policies protect consumer data, but they do so much more. They create the ability to leverage more accurate information to create a more intimate and trusting relationship with the consumers.

Privacy policies should be in line with, if not central to, the retailers’ business strategy to build and maintain this consumer trust. As a result, retailers should become more trust-focused and consumer-centric in their policies regarding data privacy.
Consumers are more privacy-aware

High-profile data breaches and privacy infractions have made consumers more aware that their data is at risk. Deloitte’s US Consumer Data Privacy Survey shows that one in every three Americans has been exposed to data compromise. From 2016 to 2018, the volume of breached records in the United States grew twelve-fold. Nearly half of consumers feel that they have little to no control over their personal data. The vast majority believe that they should be able to opt out of the sale of their personal data. Figure 1 shows the various types of consumer information that is exposed; many consumers do not even realize that some of this is accessible. Not being able to see or control how their personal data is used can leave consumers feeling helpless.

But all is not lost. Nearly three in four consumers are willing to share personal data if they receive things like better pricing, special discounts, or exclusive offers. Also, when consumers trust a retailer and are satisfied with their privacy policies, consumers are more likely to be open or neutral about sharing personal data (73 percent) compared to those who are dissatisfied or unaware (57 percent).

Gaining consumer trust may be hard for some retailers. Only 5 percent of consumers place the retail industry at the top in ensuring data privacy, compared to 63 percent for banking. Nearly two-thirds of consumers say retailers, not the government or tech vendors, are responsible for data security. Lacking consumer trust but still being held accountable places retailers in a difficult position. The introduction of new regulations might serve as a catalyst.

Figure 1. Consumers are unaware of the abundance of personal data they reveal daily

- Mostly user controlled
- Minimally user controlled
Privacy regulations accelerating

The European Union's General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), launched in May 2018, was an early warning to many US retailers. Now similar privacy initiatives, incremental to traditional cybersecurity laws, are coming to our shores. The lack of a single, federal mandate has placed the onus on states to craft their own privacy laws. This has the potential to create a patchwork of legislation that could be confusing and complex to manage (see figure 2).

Figure 2. State of privacy legislation in the United States

![State of privacy legislation in the United States](image)

Source: Deloitte analysis of legislations related to privacy passed or enacted in 50 US states as of September 2019.

Figure 3. Reach of state-driven privacy legislation in the United States

New privacy regulation coverage by US population (327 million)

- **3 states** have enacted dedicated privacy laws covering 42.5M Americans (13%)
- **19 other states** are debating new privacy laws potentially covering 134M Americans (41%)
- The **remaining states** have traditional breach notification and security laws

![Reach of state-driven privacy legislation in the United States](image)

Source: Deloitte analysis of legislations related to privacy passed or enacted in 50 US states as of September 2019.
As of this writing, nearly half of all US states are developing data privacy legislation. Three states (CA, ME, NV) have already enacted laws. Figure 3 demonstrates the reach of new privacy regulations in the US. By far the largest initiative is the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA). Set to go into effect January 1, 2020, the CCPA includes a strict set of regulations regarding consumer privacy similar in scope to the GDPR.

The CCPA’s noncompliance penalties are significant. A relatively small privacy incident involving only 5 percent of California consumers could cost a retailer as much as $5–$10 billion in civil penalties and statutory damages, or 50 percent to 150 percent of revenue for a retailer with $10 billion in annual revenue. That translates to ~5 to 15 times earnings before interest, tax, depreciation, and amortization (EBITDA) based on retail industry benchmarks. Current privacy programs cost a fraction of that, roughly 0.35 percent of revenue on average. For more information on CCPA, please see Deloitte’s *A quick reference guide for CCPA compliance.*
Retailers should be data-wise and privacy-conscious

For the past several years, retailers have focused on using data to:

- Learn more about consumers;
- Create deeper relationships with frequent buyers; and
- Communicate in more personal ways with individual customers.

Retailers have gathered huge amounts of consumer data using advanced technologies such as location tracking and facial recognition, while digital-focused or more advanced retailers are even capturing voice.

In a typical large retail chain store, data is gathered from a myriad of touchpoints. Figure 4 depicts a shopper journey in a store from a data and analytics perspective. Data collected from in-store sensors or geo-tracking† can provide a valuable input for better shopper personalization. For example, artificial intelligence (AI) assistants can provide product recommendations based on specific shopper data. While the data collected can provide a faster, more relevant engagement for the shopper, it also comes with some risk to the retailer. That data should be protected from unauthorized access or unintentional sharing with third parties and adhere to advancing cybersecurity and privacy standards.

Data collected from customer touchpoints will grow from a total of 33 zettabytes (ZB)‡ in 2018 to 175 ZB by 2025, a growth of 142 ZB in the next seven years.†‡ Dealing with that much data places a strain on retailers in several ways, including making it harder to introduce strong consumer data privacy programs.

Retailers who don’t have clear policies about privacy or don’t have a good way to address privacy concerns can create confusion in the market. This can be exacerbated as retailers experiment with new technologies that provide access to brand new sources of data. It can also introduce the “creep factor” if new tracking technologies, such as facial recognition or emotional tracking, are not communicated to consumers in a way that explains the rationale and value.

Consumers struggle to understand what information retailers collect or how they use it. Over two-thirds of consumers believe that retailers use their data for target marketing.†§ What’s more, 55 percent of consumers believe retailers share data with third parties or sell it to outside buyers.¶ Retailers have an opportunity to engage consumers on how data is being used to build trust. For instance, retail executives in our survey indicated the top three uses of consumer data is for increasing efficiencies in operations (53 percent), improving product selection (52 percent), and enhancing in-store services or experiences (49 percent).∥

† Identifying a person’s current, physical location by obtaining GPS data from their smartphones or other GPS-enabled devices.
‡ Zettabyte (ZB) = 1 trillion gigabytes (GB).
Figure 4. Example of a data-driven consumer journey that can drive experience or exposure

The approach

- **In-store sensors**
  Tracks the shopper during entire dwell time inside the physical store.

- **Geo-location tracker**
  Recreates entire shopper movement prior to entering the physical store using mobile phone location coordinates.

- **AI assistant**
  Machine learning–based cross-matching of purchase history with current in-store behavior to generate recommendations.

- **Push notifications**
  Product recommendations to personal devices based on AI evaluation.

- **Non-digital tracking**
  Use of unique redemption codes to track down shoppers and map their behavior.

- **Blockchain rewards**
  Generate shopping rewards through blockchain ledgers for real-time transactions and transparency.

- **Digital reality**
  Customized VR/AR content through mobile app or dedicate headset to match product recommendations.

The impact

**Experience: What can go right**
- Speed
- Relevance
- Engagement

**Exposure: What can go wrong**
- Intrusive activations
- Unknown uses of personal info
- Third-party access to data
Many retailers are outwardly showing more concern about consumer privacy as they continue to face challenges internally. Over half of retail executives believe regulations around consumer privacy will have a major or significant impact on their business. At a strategic level, only 1 in 5 retail executives surveyed believes that they have done an adequate job of integrating their data privacy strategy with their overall corporate or business unit strategy. Addressing this misalignment could be a significant opportunity.

As retailers collect more and more data, they must overcome a fairly complex internal environment. Nearly two-thirds say their organization has more than 50 information systems (spreadsheets, customer relationship management [CRM], data warehouses, data lakes, mainframe applications, point-of-sale, cloud applications, email servers, etc.) that hold consumer data. Consumer data residing in multiple systems without a way to bring it all together can make it harder to introduce programs designed to protect consumer privacy. Fully half say inadequate data management is a challenge to implementing consumer privacy programs, the top response of all executives.

At the same time, many retailers are struggling to find ways to pay for needed privacy programs. Almost half of retail executives say that lack of funding for privacy policies is a primary strategic challenge.
Three different ways today’s retailers approach privacy

A closer look at the results of Deloitte’s retail executive survey helped us classify the way retailers approach privacy. Three major categories emerged that were significantly different in their approach to privacy (figure 6):

- **Leaders are trust-focused, consumer-centric:** These retailers have a privacy policy that is a prominent part of the corporate strategy; they focus on the consumer and make it a priority to protect consumer privacy with an intentional focus on building and maintaining trust. About one-third of surveyed executives fall into this group (32 percent).

- **Adopters are testers and aspirers:** These retailers are working to increase their focus on privacy, but the level of focus still varies within the organization. This accounts for most executives (41 percent).

- **Laggards are process-focused, tactical:** These retailers may have privacy policies on paper, but their capability to maintain effective privacy controls is immature and highly tactical. These organizations have not made consumer privacy a business priority, thinking of privacy as largely a legal and compliance issue, and this is reflected in the way they operate. This accounts for about a quarter of those surveyed (27 percent).

**Figure 6. Differing approaches to consumer privacy**

[Diagram showing the distribution of leaders, adopters, and laggards with percentages: Leaders 32%, Adopters 41%, Laggards 27%]
Trust-focused, consumer-centric retailers move the bar on data privacy

Trust-focused, consumer-centric retailers are much more likely to have made privacy an essential part of their business strategy, corporate culture, and internal operations. Gaining consumer trust is a key attribute. As a result, their privacy focus is consumer-centric, which ties into its business strategy. Leaders in this space align their business and privacy strategies across the company, driving a culture of engagement. Leading retailers manage their data in a way to create a holistic view of the consumer, give consumers greater access to information, and invest in cybersecurity technology and processes. Based on our analysis, the organization-wide emphasis on privacy can be examined through four key areas: consumer centricity, strategic alignment, data management, and security and infrastructure, as shown in figure 7.

**Figure 7. Focus areas in developing a privacy strategy**

### Consumer centricity
- Leaders keep consumers informed about how, why, and which data is collected to increase transparency, discuss consumer rights, and build trust
- At tactical level, Leaders focus on customer-centric notifications and employee-centric trainings

### Strategic alignment
- Leaders elevate privacy within the organization and expect all functions to make business decisions with privacy and consumer trust in mind
- Leaders foster a culture of internal engagement and empower employees to be stewards of privacy

### Data management
- The data philosophy seeks to provide holistic insights on the consumer with a single source of the truth rather than disparate systems
- Leaders emphasize security and limited access to those who need information

### Security and infrastructure
- Leaders enact data classification and security policies internally and with third parties to ensure consumer privacy is at the forefront
- Clear emphasis placed into ongoing efforts for data minimization and anticipatory protective measures
Trust-focused, consumer-centric retailers (Leaders) and process-focused, tactical retailers (Laggards) have very different approaches to privacy. Leaders think of privacy as an important part of their corporate makeup. They regularly have discussions about privacy, so they can keep improving their policies and practices. Leaders embed privacy focus within every level of the organization, starting at the C-suite, and put the consumer at the center of the conversation. When defining and reviewing policies, they think about the customer’s point of view—the services they receive and the experiences they have—and keep the consumer in mind when deciding how and when to use data. Leaders also demonstrate high levels of transparency with their customers, communicating regularly with customers to inform them what their rights are when it comes to their personal data and the type of information collected.

Laggards, on the other hand, tend to approach privacy as a legal necessity. They use contracts and notices to introduce policies and publish a minimum of support documentation. They are more focused on their internal operations and make their decisions about privacy based largely on how policies will impact their own security and business operations to reduce legal or regulatory risk.

While Leaders far outpace Laggards, there is still an opportunity for improvement. Even Leaders face challenges across all four areas and may be more mature in some areas but lacking in others (see figure 8).

---

**Figure 8. Comparison of leaders and laggards across our key areas**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Laggards Process-focused and tactical</th>
<th>Adopters Testers and aspirers</th>
<th>Leaders Trust-focused and consumer-centric</th>
<th>Leaders vs. laggards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consumer centricity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose of consumer data collection optimally defined</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>7.6x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usage of consumer data collected optimally defined</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>39.0x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategic alignment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimized privacy governance structure</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>5.6x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal integration of privacy with corporate or business unit strategy planning</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>10.5x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data management</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data retrieval made easy to get a holistic view of our customer</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>11.2x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data structured to limit access on a “need-only” basis</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>3.5x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Security and infrastructure</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimized data collection based on “data minimization”</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>19.0x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimized information security program to prevent violations</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>11.3x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Deloitte Retail executive survey on US Consumer Data Privacy Survey (n=201).
A pathway to a new consumer privacy standard

While some retailers have moved the bar on data privacy, there remains a lot of work to do. In examining the differences in approaches, it is time for the retail industry to advocate for a consumer privacy standard that has trust at its core and consumer centricity as its guide.

Future leaders in data privacy should adopt a set of guiding principles that align across the entire organization. No longer can privacy strategies be siloed in one function or one business unit but should be shared and cultivated through a privacy culture promoted from the top to the bottom of the organization.

**Consumer centricity:** Begin by putting the consumer first and gain their trust. Make it easy for consumers to express and manage their privacy and data preferences, so they feel more engaged in the process. Create a central location for setting all consumer preferences (opt-in/out, permissions, access, etc.). Be transparent about what data your organization is collecting and avoid introducing the “creep factor” with new technologies.

Leading companies outside of retail are beginning this process by creating a single, consumer-accessible location for all their relevant personal data. Individuals can view settings, make changes, download data collected, and even ask to be forgotten. Consumers want to know what is collected, how it’s used and why, and opt out if desired. While increasing consumer control may decrease the amount of consumer data collected, it may likely improve the quality and applicability of the data to the business.

**Strategic alignment:** Embed privacy as a key element in your organization’s business strategy. This can drive smarter use of consumer data in all parts of the business from digital to marketing to stores and the supply chain. It allows parameters to be set for each area to justify the business case for their use of the data.

Elevate the privacy function to the C-suite, such as chief data officer or chief privacy officer, empowering it as the source of policy and truth for consumer data collection, data ownership, and data usage. Then promulgate privacy policies to all functions to advance privacy alignment and empowerment to all areas of the business.

**Data management:** Treat consumer data like the valuable asset it is by creating a single source of truth for consumer data. Much as companies employ enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems to integrate and automate back-office functions, building a central consumer data repository can allow retailers to command better control of their data. Not only could this help with meeting new privacy regulations, it would provide a real 360-degree view of the consumer. Patchwork integrations and abstracted layers between customer data sources are challenged in providing a holistic view of the consumer. Many times, the data lineage or provenance is not even known, complicating matters more.

**Security and infrastructure:** To achieve this end, data classification should be embedded into the business at every point, from entry and collection to transfer and usage. By implementing tools to track the flow of data, retailers gain a deeper understanding of the data collected on each consumer and provide policy enforcement mechanisms to automate compliance activities. These capabilities can enhance the ability to build and maintain trust with the consumer.
Finally, secure consumer data through a robust cybersecurity strategy, program, and infrastructure. Remove barriers so data can be protected everywhere—in the cloud, in the organization, or anywhere else it might be used. But be careful not to address cybersecurity purely from a technology perspective. Yet another cybersecurity tool is not the only answer, and many organizations are suffering tool fatigue given the rapid increase of cybersecurity concerns and challenges over recent years. Automation is great, but security starts and stops with each employee. The retailer’s employees are its first line of defense—the human firewall—and the most effective retailers are ones that regularly train their employees on how to handle and protect consumer data. Make privacy a central part of every design element, including cybersecurity practices, wherever data is used in the business (aka privacy by design).

First and foremost, building a strong privacy strategy can help gain the trust of the consumer. But how does your organization move forward? We have outlined a few starting points to assist on the pathway to achieving better privacy capabilities and outcomes for your organization.

Internally, always focus on the consumer experience, but with data privacy in mind. Act now and formulate or promote a data champion function to the forefront, elevating data to the valuable asset it is and embrace privacy-by-design principles.

From an external perspective, be at the head of impending privacy legislation by working with leading retail trade associations to lead standards development. And always be transparent with both consumers and regulators about the sources and uses of the data collected.

Today’s retailers are performing a delicate balancing act with data. While preparing for upcoming privacy regulations, they’re also having to address the fact that consumers want more control over their data. This forces retailers to be both data-smart and privacy-aware. To do this successfully, retailers are making privacy a strategic imperative and they’re actively working to build trust with consumers.

The retailers who lead in this area are changing how they view data. They’re seeing it as a way to drive growth, and they’re conducting business in a way that makes privacy a central part of consumer interactions. They’re creating more meaningful data, enhancing consumer engagement, and reducing exposure to risk—all while staying ahead of concerns about how data is used and protected. Many retailers will be able to achieve a positive privacy return-on-investment (ROI) with better, more relevant, and more actionable data. Moving to a new privacy industry standard is just the start; transparency with consumers about what you collect and how you use it can go a long way in developing trust.
2019 Deloitte United States retail executive survey on consumer privacy
To obtain a view of how retail organizations are addressing privacy-related issues, Deloitte surveyed 201 retail industry C-level executives, senior management, and senior directors in various retail organizations from US-based companies during the months of April and May 2019. All respondents were required to have direct relationship (such as decision-making, policy implementation or roles being directly affected by the policy) with their company’s privacy initiatives. The respondents represent more than 10 retail sub-sectors to ensure diversity of business and types of consumer relationships.

2019 Deloitte United States consumer survey on personal data and privacy
To better understand the prevailing trends and opinions related to personal data and consumer privacy, Deloitte surveyed 2,000 individuals in a nationally representative sample, reflective of the United States population. This survey was conducted online using an independent research panel between April and May 2019. The survey has a margin of error for the entire sample of plus or minus three percentage points.

For additional results from Deloitte’s retail privacy surveys and more recommendations on how to become a leader in consumer privacy, visit www.deloitte.com/us/consumer-privacy.
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